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Reform or
Transform
– Align
your brand
with today’s
trailblazers

RMLA’s Reform or Transform conference provides a unique opportunity to
affiliate your brand with today’s opinion leaders and change agents.
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RMLA’s Reform or Transform conference provides a unique opportunity to
affiliate your brand with today’s opinion leaders and change agents.

New Zealand’s physical and policy landscapes have

the environmental, community and economic outcomes

morphed considerably since the Resource Management

that we seek as a nation.

Act’s (RMA) inception in 1991 – as have the material issues

By the time we meet at the 2018 RMLA conference, we

that confront us today. The RMA was both ground-breaking

will have witnessed many of the changes introduced by

and world-leading in terms of putting sustainability firmly

the Resource Legislation Amendment Bill taking effect.

at the forefront of a national economic growth strategy.

Reform or Transform 2018 will give us pause to consider

Twenty-six years and twenty-one Bill amendments later,

whether these changes herald the need for further reform

New Zealand now stands at a crossroads.

of the RMA system; or whether we have reached a point

We have strayed far from the RMA’s original philosophy

at which radical transformation is now required.

of providing a one-stop, effects based system with a

It is fitting that this year’s conference takes place in the

high degree of district and regional decision-making,

Wellington, in proximity to New Zealand’s seat of power

grounded on public participation and appeal rights.

and against a stunning backdrop that characterises

Compounded by the most recent 2017 Resource

New Zealand’s distinctive, inimitable culture. With a

Legislation Amendment Act, there is now a multiplicity of

powerful line-up of parliamentary ministers, leading

process options, increased national direction, additional

international economists, clean energy leaders and

complexity

green economy movers and shakers, Reform or

and

reduced

opportunities

for

public

participation and appeals.

Transform offers your company the opportunity to

In view of the current state of our waterways, soil quality

align with today’s leading influencers and change agents.

and erosion, per capita emissions, wealth divide, housing
crisis and climate-related weather events, New Zealand

We look forward to seeing you there!

needs to consider whether it continues along the path
of incremental reform; or whether it is time to identify a
more appropriate framework for achieving resilience in

Clare Sinnott

Phil Gurnsey

Special Counsel – Environment and Planning

General Manager Estate Strategy

MinterEllisonRuddWatts

New Zealand Defence Force
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Programme
Pre-conference day (Thursday 20 September)
Time

Presentation and speaker

12.00pm

Registration desk opens - Oceania, Te Papa

1.30pm

RM Knowledge Hub Leaders workshop

3:00pm

Afternoon tea

3.30 - 4:30pm

Keynote speaker - Hon Eugenie Sage

Topic

Te Huinga Centre, Te Papa

100% Sustainable New Zealand

Soundings Theatre, Te Papa
4.30- 5:00pm

Keynote speaker - Jonathan Porritt (pre-recorded interview)

Forward to the Future

Soundings Theatre, Te Papa
5.00pm – 7.00pm

Welcome reception - Te Marae, Te Papa

Networking function

Day one (Friday 21 September)
Time

Presentation and speaker

7.00am

Registration desk opens - Oceania, Te Papa

8.30am

Mihi Whakatau – local iwi

Topic

Amokura Gallery, Te Papa
8.40am

Conference opening – Mayor Justin Lester

Amokura Gallery, Te Papa
9.00am

Minister’s address - Hon David Parker (TBC)

Amokura Gallery, Te Papa
9:30am

Harnessing the winds of change in the
Capital
Environmental law and policy - the journey
begins

Keynote: Christian Scharff, President, IMS Luxembourg

Amokura Gallery, Te Papa
10.30am

Morning tea

11:00am

Keynote: Andrew Eagles, NZ Green Buildings Council
Amokura Gallery, Te Papa

11.30am

Panel session:

Coastal hazards management

Stephen Daysh, Mitchell Daysh

Amokura Gallery, Te Papa

Dr Rob Bell, NIWA
Andrew Saunders, Insurance Council
Dr Roger Blakeley, Greater Wellington Regional Council
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12.30pm

Lunch - Oceania, Te Papa

1.30pm

Workshops (refer to page 8)

3.00pm

Afternoon tea

3.30pm

Debate:

Amokura Gallery, Te Papa
Stephen Selwood, Chief Executive, Infrastructure NZ
Samuel Lang
Paul Ridley-Smith, Chair, Trustpower
Karen Fifield, Wellington Zoo Trust
5.00pm

Close of day

5.30pm – 7.30pm

Taste of Wellington - Proudly sponsored by Tonkin + Taylor

We’re doing it all wrong - NZ the way you
want it

Moderated by Wallace Chapman

Macs Function Centre

Day two (Saturday 22 September)
Time

Presentation and speaker

Topic

9.00am

Keynote: Professor Robin Kundis Craig, University of Utah

Learning to Live with the Trickster: U.S. and
New Zealand Natural Resources Law in the
Anthropocene

Amokura Gallery, Te Papa

Proudly sponsored by Boffa Miskell
9:45am

Plenary: Martin Williams, Barrister

RMA: Fit for purpose?

Amokura Gallery, Te Papa
10.20am

Morning tea and RMLA Annual General Meeting

Amokura Gallery

11:00am

Plenary: Dr Marie Brown, The Catalyst Group

Securing regulatory outcomes - enhancing
compliance monitoring and enforcement
in New Zealand’s resource management
system

Amokura Gallery, Te Papa

11:30am

Plenary: Sheena Te Pania, Consultant and Gina Rangi,
Group Manager, Lakes District Council

12:00pm

Panel session chaired by Wallace Chapman

Panelists

Chris Keenan, Horticulture NZ
Vaughan Payne, CEO, Waikato Regional Council
Madeleine Wright, Solicitor, EDS
Prof Robin Kundis Craig, University of Utah

From 1.00pm

Lunch and Saturday fieldshops (refer to page 10)

7.00pm –
midnight

RMLA Conference and Awards Dinner

Amokura Gallery

Water with a rural focus

Venue - Wellington Foyer, Te Papa

Proudly sponsored by Buddle Findlay

*This programme may be subject to change at any time.
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Friday
workshops
MfE - RLAA workshop
An exclusive opportunity to shape the
RLAA.
Location: Te Huinga Centre, Te Papa

The

MfE

team

Amendment

Act

will

lead
2017

a

Resource
(RLAA)

Legislation
workshop.

The RLAA involved a large number of changes involving national
direction, plan making, Māori participation and consenting. The
majority of the changes came into force on 18 October 2017.

This

workshop is intended to be a form of ‘implementation health
check’ to understand the policy and practice issues relating to
these changes to the RMA. It will be interactive with the aim to gain
feedback from practitioners on practical aspects of implementation.
This workshop will focus on the plan-making and consenting changes
of RLAA.

Be prepared to engage with fellow practitioners on the

RLAA changes and to voice your opinion on implementation and
guidance, and potentially, on any policy changes deemed necessary.

Young RMLA

Back by popular demand, the YRMLA invites you to the Wellington
Environment Court to witness a Mock Hearing.

Location: Te Huinga Centre, Te Papa

This practical,

interactive event promises to both inform and entertain as you
learn ‘tips and tricks’ from top industry players from the legal and
planning professions. You’ll even be able to get inside the mind of an
Environment Court Judge or Commissioner, with the Mock Hearing
being presided over by a very special guest. This event is open to all
Conference attendees, but will be particularly useful for practitioners
with 5 or fewer years of experience in their field. Transport between the
Conference and Mock Hearing venues will be provided, so book now!

Collaboration

Collaborative approaches are a developing feature of resource
management in New Zealand. This workshop will include presentations

Location: Te Huinga Centre, Te Papa

on the application of collaborative models to the ‘approvals’ processes,
with input from Greater Wellington Regional Council, New Zealand
Transport Agency, Wellington Water, Russell McVeagh and Stantec.
It will explore the motivations for applying collaborative models,
what has worked well and things that could be improved on.
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Friday
workshops
Case Study – National
Policy Statement on
Electricity Transmission

The Government has announced targets of 100% renewables by 2035 and
net zero carbon emissions by 2050. Does the RMA support the energy
sector’s move away from fossil fuels?
Legal counsel from Transpower NZ Ltd and Meridian Energy will introduce
this panel session focusing on the opportunities and challenges within the

Does the RMA enable or hinder NZ’s
transition to low-carbon energy?

energy sector.
They will present their on-the-ground perspectives on the RMA’s two
energy national policy statements. Then a diverse and experienced panel
will provide their perspectives on whether the RMA is up to the task of

Introducing the session:
Dhilum Nightingale, Corporate Counsel -

low-emissions energy.

RMA, Transpower NZ Ltd
Humphrey

Tapper,

Associate

reconciling competing policy tensions and enabling NZ’s transition to

General

Counsel - RMA, Meridian Energy Ltd

Panel:
Dr Keith Turner, Member, Interim Climate Change Committee
Bridget Irving, Partner, Gallaway Cook Allan and Counsel for Blueskin

Location: Amokura Gallery, Te Papa

Energy Ltd (NZ’s first community windfarm project)
Associate Professor Ralph Chapman, School of Geography, Environment
and Earth Sciences, Victoria University, Wellington
Dr Greg Severinsen, Senior Policy Researcher, Environmental Defence
Society
Tom Bennion, Barrister, Bennion Law and lecturer, Victoria University,
Wellington
Sally Gepp, Environmental lawyer, Royal Forest and Bird Society

RMLA Academic
Advisory Group -

Professor Robin Kundis Craig, University of Utah leads a workshop on
water policy and law inthe US context and lessons for New Zealand.

Location: Te Huinga Centre, Te Papa

*This programme may be subject to change at any time.
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Saturday
fieldshops
New Zealand’s

Having a secure energy supply is fundamental to New Zealand society. NZ is moving fast

Energy Chain

towards a carbon neutral and increasingly electrified future and renewable energy generation
needs to play a key role. This field trip will take you on a behind the scenes look at NZ’s
energy chain starting with Meridian’s largest wind farm at West Wind on Terawhiti Station

Proudly sponsored
by Bell Gully

and Makara Farm west and moving to transmission, where you will experience an up close
and personal view of critical National Grid infrastructure (either Haywards substation with
its AC DC conversion technology) or Oteranga Bay to see how the Cook Strait cable brings
the South Island’s hydrogeneration up to the North Island). Engineers and planners from
both Meridian and Transpower will take you through some of the technical and planning
issues involved with both power generation and transmission. PPE gear will be provided.

Zealandia

Join us for a private tour of ZEALANDIA with an expert guide followed by a quiet drink at
the Rata Café. ZEALANDIA was the world’s first fully-fenced urban ecosanctuary, with a
500-year vision to restore a Wellington valley’s forest and freshwater ecosystems as closely
as possible to their pre-human state. The 225 hectare ecosanctuary has reintroduced 18
species of native wildlife back into the area, 6 of which were previously absent from mainland
New Zealand for over 100 years. A practical example of taking direct action to achieve a
transformation, with an interesting history of the challenges in successfully establishing and
continuing the initiative. Wellingtonians know what a difference the existence of the ecosanctuary has made to the wildlife throughout the City.

TRANSFORMing our This walking tour of the central city will include preservation of archaeological sites in an
Built Environment – urban context, significant heritage buildings which are being strengthened and adaptively
Urban Design and

reused, and will explore the transformation of inner city laneways at Eva and Lombard
Street. A visit to the Wellington Chocolate Factory and cheese and wine in a heritage pub

Heritage

will be included.

Building a Resilient

Wellington’s water supply services must be capable of reliably meeting user demands, have

Water Supply

capacity to cope with the city’s population and business growth, and be able to withstand
or be quickly repaired following a significant seismic event. This fieldshop showcases

Proudly sponsored

Wellington Water’s service delivery from source to discharge. Join Wellington Water for

by Kensington Swan a tour of the Wellington Region, commencing at the Wainuiomata Water treatment plant,
located in a pristine catchment, travelling through to Prince of Wales park to hear about the
latest water storage project, then travelling on to the Moa Point waste water treatment plant.
Hear from key parties involved about how Wellington Water is working towards enhancing
resilience and water security within the Wellington Region.
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Saturday
fieldshops cont.
Resilience &

CentrePort is New Zealand’s most strategically situated intermodal hub, linking road, rail, domestic and
international shipping services. The port plays a vital role in central New Zealand’s economic growth and

Regeneration

prosperity, contributing $2.5BN and affecting 21,000 jobs. It also plays a key national role as part of the
passenger and freight connection between the North and South Islands. The 2016 Kaikōura earthquake
demonstrated CentrePort’s strategic importance to the capital and the country and it has embarked on
an extensive programme of work to increase business resilience, and plan for significant future growth.
Join CentrePort for a tour of its commercial port. Gain insights into CentrePort’s operation, its resilience
work and future development plans. Finish the Fieldshop by sea, with the opportunity to see the port by
kayak in Wellington Harbour, or gain a birds-eye view of the Port with drinks and canapés at Bell Gully.

Riverlink - BetterThe RiverLink project will deliver better flood protection, better lifestyle and improved transport links for
flood

protection,the people of central Lower Hutt. It is a project that reflects in the collaboration between its partners,

transport

and

the Greater Wellington Regional Council, Hutt City Council and the New Zealand Transport Agency as
well as the community, to achieve three main objectives for the Lower Hutt CBD; better flood protection

lifestyle for Loweroutcomes, urban rejuvenation and better transport links.
Hutt

The project involves the upgrade of the flood

protection structures, connecting the Lower Hutt CBD to the Hutt River, contributing to a more vibrant
city centre and improvements to the transport connections at Melling intersection. Join us for a walking
tour along the beautiful Hutt River to hear about the outcomes that can be achieved from three different
agencies with different objectives, working together. During the tour, you will get to see how the existing
environment is proposed to be transformed to deliver the project objectives and joint benefits and hear
about the challenges encountered along the journey from the key partners and how these were overcome.

Social Housing
/ Housing NZ

See first-hand 105 brand new modern social houses - the first of a new wave of properties which
Wellington City Council will build over the next 10 years. Their modular design is a first for New Zealand
and allows them to be reconfigured to fit the needs of the families who will be housed there. We will also
visit older housing stock which makes up a sizeable percentage of Housing NZ’s portfolio and learn about
keeping maintenance and upgrade challenges in step with ever-evolving legislation, before moving on to
Central Park and the neighbouring Berkeley Dallard Apartments. Both are flagships in terms City Housing’s
upgrade programme. We’ll finish up with a light refreshment at a boutique brewery near these properties.

Mountain Biking

Come join us for a mountain biking experience through the award winning, purpose built Makara Peak
Mountain Bike Park set in 250 hectares of bird filled native bush right here in Wellington. This field shop,
led by female and male guides, caters from beginners through to more advanced riders. Makara Peak is
not just a mountain bike park, it is also a conservation park home to a variety of native plants and animals
at various stages of regeneration that make up an important of Wellington’s Outer Green Belt.

*This programme may be subject to change at any time.
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Sponsorship
opportunities
Sponsor tier

Platinum

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Bespoke

Associate sponsor

12

Sponsorship opportunity

Sponsorship value NZ$

Keynote speaker 1 x SOLD!

12,000

RMLA awards dinner SOLD!

12,000

Plenary speaker

10,000

Welcome reception

10,000

Taste of Wellington networking event SOLD!

10,000

Tote bag SOLD!

10,000

Panel session

8,500

Master of Ceremonies – Wallace Chapman SOLD!

8.500

Coffee cart SOLD!

8,500

Lanyard and name badge SOLD!

8,500

Handbook SOLD!

8,500

Resource Management Journal conference edition

6,500

App SOLD!

6,000

Reform or Transform debate SOLD!

6,000

Pocket programme SOLD!

6,000

RMLA award category

6,000

Livestream SOLD!

6,000

Fieldshop 2 x SOLD! More Available...

4,000

Morning tea

4,000

Lunch

4,000

1 x SOLD! More Available...

2,000
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Sponsorship
benefits
Sponsorship package

Platinum

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Bespoke

Associate

3

2

1

1

1

–

Naming rights

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

–

Speaker introduction

Yes

–

–

–

–

–

Main stage backdrop

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Digital podium signage

Yes

Yes

Yes

–

–

–

Q&A published on website
and in newsletter

Yes

Yes

Yes

–

–

–

Tote bag insert

Yes – up to 4

Yes – up to 3

Yes – up to 2

Yes – 1

Yes – 1

–

Online profile

Yes –
logo and
description

Yes –
logo and
description

Yes –
logo and
description

Yes –
logo and
description

Yes – logo
and link

Yes – logo
and link

Yes

Yes

–

–

–

–

Additional awards dinner
tickets

4

3

2

1

–

–

Additional welcome
reception tickets

8

6

4

2

1

1

Additional Taste of
Wellington tickets

8

6

4

2

1

1

Conference registration

Home page banner ad

Additional field trip tickets

3

2

1

–

–

–

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes – full page

Yes – ¾ page

Yes – ½ page

Yes – ¼ page

–

–

Profile in conference
handbook

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Access to full delegate list

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Post-event sponsorship
report

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Acknowledgement in
conference marketing
materials
Complimentary
advertisement in Resource
Management Journal
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Reform or Transform?

Christian Scharff
Christian Scharff has served as President of Luxembourg’s
leading corporate responsibility network - “Inspiring More
Sustainability” (IMS Luxembourg) - since its creation in 2007.
This organisation gathers 120 members which account for
over 15% of the country’s working population. Through
various innovative programs, IMS is very active on the many
aspects of sustainability.

Our NZD 12,000 sponsorship package for this session
includes an exceptional range of benefits:

Sponsorship package

Platinum

the Ministry of the Economy and the Chamber of

3

Commerce, it has been particularly involved in the

Naming rights

p

design and follow-up of the Third Industrial Revolution

Speaker introduction

p

national strategy, aiming at transitioning the country

Main stage backdrop

p

Digital podium signage

p

Q&A published on website and in
newsletter

p

Conference registration

Tote bag insert
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As one of the 3 historic partners together with

to a post-carbon economic paradigm, a first at nation
level. Christian Scharff sits at the Third Industrial
Revolution Strategic Monitoring Committee.
A strong supporter of social cohesion, he has also been

Up to 4

Online profile

p

Home page banner ad

p

Additional awards dinner tickets

3

Additional welcome reception tickets

8

Additional Taste of Wellington tickets

8

Additional field trip tickets

3

Acknowledgement in conference
marketing materials

p

Complimentary advertisement in
Resource Management Journal

Full page

President of the Committee for the Diversity Charter
Lëtzebuerg since its set up in 2012. His commitment
to sustainability and inclusion in Luxembourg and the
Grande Region has been honoured as he received the
prestigious gold medal of European Merit in 2010.
After nine years as Director of Human Resources
and member of the Executive Committee of Dexia
BIL in Luxembourg, Christian Scharff joined PwC
Luxembourg in April 2010 as a partner in Advisory,
Human Resources Services. Recognized specialist
in Human Resources Management, Christian Scharff
has developed an expertise in addressing challenges

Profile in conference handbook

p

Access to full delegate list

p

accelerating skills obsolescence, and companies’

Post-event sponsorship report

p

people management.

related to the digitalisation of the work market, the
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Forward to the future

Jonathan Porritt
pre-recorded interview with Wallace Chapman

Eminent writer, broadcaster and commentator on
sustainable development, Jonathan Porritt places
emphasis on the solution rather than the problem.
The co-founder of Forum for the Future sets scenarios
and paths via which New Zealand can become a truly
sustainable economy through clean technology and
new models of economic growth.

Our NZD 12,000 sponsorship package for this session

Jonathan Porritt, co-founder of Forum for the Future,

includes an exceptional range of benefits:

is an eminent writer, broadcaster and commentator

Sponsorship package
Conference registration

Platinum
3

Naming rights

p

Speaker introduction

p

Main stage backdrop

p

Digital podium signage

p

Q&A published on website and in
newsletter

p

Tote bag insert

Up to 4

Online profile

p

Home page banner ad

p

on

sustainable

development.

His

services

to

environmental protection have earned him a CBE.
Established in 1996, Forum for the Future is now the
UK's leading sustainable development charity, with
over 100 partner organisations, including some of the
world's leading companies.
His book The World We Made (2013) provides a positive
vision on how we could conceivably be living in a fairer
and more sustainable world by 2050; previous works
include Capitalism As If The World Matters (2007).
From 2000 to 2009, Jonathon served as Chairman
of the UK Sustainable Development Commission,

Additional awards dinner tickets

3

Additional welcome reception tickets

8

Additional Taste of Wellington tickets

8

agenda. In 2012, he was appointed as Chancellor of

Additional field trip tickets

3

Keele University, and he is also Visiting Professor at

Acknowledgement in conference
marketing materials

p

Complimentary advertisement in
Resource Management Journal

Full page

Profile in conference handbook

p

Access to full delegate list

p

Post-event sponsorship report

p

the Government's principal source of independent
advice across the whole sustainable development

Loughborough University and at UCL.
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Turning the tide on high carbon building stock

Andrew Eagles
Andrew Eagles provides an overview of that support
green buidlings in the contect of the RMA and
whetheror the current framework is fit for purpose.

Our NZD 12,000 sponsorship package for this session

Andrew is a qualified economist with more than

includes an exceptional range of benefits:

fourteen years’ experience in the built environment.

Sponsorship package
Conference registration

Working for consultancies, associations, government

3

and built environment charities, he has a wealth of

Naming rights

p

Speaker introduction

p

Main stage backdrop

p

Digital podium signage

p

Q&A published on website and in
newsletter

p

Tote bag insert
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Platinum

Up to 4

knowledge in housing, market mechanism, advocacy
and the construction supply chain.
Andrew joined the New Zealand Green Building
Council in September 2016 as Chief Executive.
The New Zealand Green Building Council is the
country’s leading not-for-profit for the sustainable
built environment. As well as exemplary research,
the NZGBC oversees Homestar and Green Star the

Online profile

p

award winning certifications for New Zealand homes

Home page banner ad

p

and buildings. NABERSNZ, the tool for confirming

Additional awards dinner tickets

3

performance of offices in use, is also rising in

Additional welcome reception tickets

8

popularity.

Additional Taste of Wellington tickets

8

Additional field trip tickets

3

Acknowledgement in conference
marketing materials

p

Complimentary advertisement in
Resource Management Journal

Full page

Profile in conference handbook

p

Access to full delegate list

p

Post-event sponsorship report

p
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Master of Ceremonies

Wallace Chapman
Wallace Chapman, radio and TV
broadcaster, host of the unique
‘pub politics’ TV show Back
Benches on PRIME, and author
of Don’t Just Do Something –
Sit there, is RMLA’s Master of
Ceremonies at this year’s Reform
or Transform conference.
Not only will Wallace draw on his broadcasting
experience to deftly moderate our hard hitting panel
sessions, Wallace will also facilitate RMLA’s very own
‘Back Benches’ debate. His acerbic wit, poignantly
funny observations and his direct approach will
undoubtedly set the tone for an upbeat, cutting
edge and captivating conference.
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Taste of …
Wellington
region, flavours, culture
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Taste of Wellington serves up a
sizzling sample of Wellington’s
cultural cornucopia.

Our NZD 10,000 Gold Tier Taste of Wellington
sponsorship package includes:

Sponsorship Package
A perfect blend of culture, culinary excellence, locally
crafted brews and regional wines create a relaxed
Friday Taste of Wellington networking event on day 2
of the conference.
RMLA’s ‘Taste of…’ evenings are among RMLA’s most
anticipated annual networking events. Memorable for
their easy networking atmosphere and for affording
delegates the best the region has to offer; they are
also noted for their support and acknowledgement of
local communities and culture.
Our Taste of Wellington sponsor will brand an
evening that will be recalled often and favourably

Conference registration
Naming rights

Gold
2
Yes

Speaker introduction

-

Main stage backdrop

Yes

Digital podium signage

Yes

Q&A published on website and in
newsletter

Yes

Tote bag insert
Online profile

Home page banner ad

Up to 3
Yes – logo and
description
Yes

by participants. This is an excellent opportunity to

Additional awards dinner tickets

3

generate positive brand association at an essential

Additional welcome reception tickets

6

networking event where relationships are forged,

Additional Taste of Wellington Tickets

6

ideas are shared and collaboration takes shape.

Additional field trip tickets

2

Acknowledgement in conference
marketing materials

Yes

Complimentary advertisement in
Resource Management Journal

¾ page

Profile in conference handbook

Yes

Access to full delegate list

Yes

Post-event sponsorship report

Yes
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Vital sponsor stats
Where, and how many people viewed the 2017 App
sponsor’s logo:
Homepage

4,710

Conference Page

3,234

Conference Handbook
Events Page

Conference app
Our conference app keeps delegates updated and
connected throughout the conference. The app is
available on iPhone, Android and tablets.

Registration Brochure

399
1,173
1, 897

Conference App downloads

304

Logo on backstage drop at conference

700

Inside the conference tote bags

450

feedback about the app at last year’s conference. Here’s

Conference livestream

what our delegates had to say about it:

For those who cannot be there in person, we will be

A whopping 72% of survey respondents provided positive

live streaming this year’s RMLA conference keynote and
plenary sessions. Livestream sponsors have to option to
include a short advert at the opening of the conference

“Excellent tool. easy to navigate”
“Plenty of information – the app
was awesome.”
“App was great, and very easy to
use. Had plenty of information
on it and good platform for
asking questions.

”

“Loved the app – easy way to
have all the info.”

20

streaming.
The sponsor’s logo will then remain on all the presentations
posted to the website following the conference, providing
an exceptional level of brand exposure in the lead-up,
during and post-conference.

Sponsor testimonial:
“We are certainly happy with the
ongoing exposure we have been
getting - we certainly got the best
deal with that sponsorship option!”
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Who
we are
and
what
we do
Planners

293

Lawyers

284

Managers

49

Environmental managers

39

Engineers

26

Architects

20

Scientists

15

Judges

7

Acoustic consultants

6

Surveyors

3

Others

Established in 1992, the Resource Management Law
Association (RMLA) is New Zealand’s leading forum
for the interpretation and implementation of the 1991
Resource Management Act.
A thriving organisation with over 1,100 members,
RMLA brings together lawyers, barristers, judges,
planners, environmental managers, environmental
engineers, environment commissioners, consultants
and civil servants.
‘Collegial’ is how many of our members describe
RMLA. Our regular seminars, networking events and
roadshows throughout the year provide a platform
for cross-sector, multi-disciplinary networking, where
best practice and specialist knowledge is shared.
Our widely anticipated annual conference is our
premier

networking

practitioners

are

event,

showcased

where
during

outstanding
our

RMLA

Awards Ceremony.

45
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RMLA facts
and figures
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Transform
your image
Take the leap this year and place your brand ahead of the pack
With a growing membership that spans 561 organisations across 27 industry sectors, the RMLA’s Reform or Transform
conference provides a prominent platform for positioning your brand in front of New Zealand’s foremost thought
leaders and change agents.
Align your brand with today’s movers and shakers through:

Brand positioning: See your logo promoted across multiple RMLA channels including online, print, direct-to-inbox,
streaming content and signage at events.

Relationship building: Gain access to RMLA stakeholders and forge relationships with tier one decision-makers and
thought leaders.

Talent attraction: Reinforce your credentials as a forward-thinking employer by supporting crucial discussions on
policies, legislative frameworks and best practices that shape New Zealand’s future.

Business intelligence: Maintain a competitive edge by securing key contacts in the fields of environmental legislation,
planning and resource management.

Networking: Gain direct access to high level decision makers and influencers.
Business lead generation: Raise your organisation’s profile to unlock new business opportunities through RMLA’s
diverse and rapidly expanding membership.

What RMLA members value the most
“Updates on legislative changes and case law.”
“The variety of content, breadth of membership backgrounds and networking.”
“Being part of a group that informs and educates about resource management.”
“The road shows on current topics.”
“Networking.”
“Meeting and liaising with people with similar interests.”
“A real sense of collegiality within the membership.”
“Instant commentary on publications/legislation/cases.”
“Social events and the conference.”
“Networking, collegiality ad learning.”
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Walk
the talk
Demonstrate how your brand is firmly at
the forefront of transformational thinking
at this year’s conference by providing
RMLA
conference
delegates
with
sustainable, useful tote bag inserts.
By positioning your company’s logo on innovative, eco-friendly
and reusable items, you will ensure that your brand presence
persists beyond the life of the conference, making a lasting,
positive impression.
With a broad selection of tasteful items, from FSC-certified USB
keys, recycled PET plastic caps, to recycled PET umbrellas, you
will guarantee your return on marketing investment, while
ensuring that your corporate credentials as a forward-thinking,
responsible company, soar.
To make sure your brand is in the bag, order your eco-friendly
tote bag inserts today.
For more information contact:
Karol Helmink – karol.helmink@rmla.org.nz.
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Talk
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to us
Feel that tingling in your fingertips?
That’s the magnetic urge to contact us about aligning your brand with
RMLA’s flagship Reform or Transform conference. Contact Karol today to
arrange a sponsorship package tailored to your 2018 marketing objectives.
Contact:
Karol Helmink – Executive Officer
M - 027 272 3960
E – karol.helmink@rmla.org.nz
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Testimonials
from 2017
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A superbly balanced and rolling
programme.

Great conference, really well
organised, awesome speakers
and good social events too.
Well done!

This was an excellent conference
with mass appeal across the
RMLA membership. Combined
with the Auckland Conversation
gave it a real buzz!

Hugely relevant, especially as
the national election was held
during the conference.

Was ‘bullied’ into attending for
the first time, but will always
attend from now on in!

This was an excellent
conference, well organised,
very good speakers as well
as excellent opportunities for
networking.

There are a lot industry events
nowadays, but this is definitely
one of New Zealand’s ‘go to’
events!

Fantastic and informative.
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